This work presents a new inviscid wall boundary condition technique for embedded Cartesian grid schemes. This scheme eliminates the time step restrictions associated with the arbitrarily small control volumes that can result when the surface cuts the Cartesian control volumes. The cells adjacent to the surface are removed from the control volume formulation and are instead solved via an interpolation technique which utilizes the wall boundary conditions to build the interpolating functions. Two different interpolation techniques are presented, one without considering wall curvature and one considering wall curvature. Results are compared to a twodimensional airfoil case and a three-dimensional wing case.
Nomenclature

C d
Drag 1 This has motivated a number of re searchers to develop inviscid, embedded grid Cartesian solvers that utilize the cut cell methodology to model the surfaces. [2] [3] [4] The problem of arbitrarily small cut cells was ad dressed as far back as Clarke et al. 5 as well as Gaffney and Hassan 6 in order to avoid the time stepping prob lems with the CFL restriction associated with these cut cells due to the small areas and volumes of these cells. The technique used by these researchers, and the pre dominant technique currently used, is the cell merging technique. The cell merging technique finds cut cells that are below a specified size criteria (typically below 50% of the full Cartesian cell size). These cells are then merged with neighboring full cells to create surface cells that are larger than the full Cartesian cells, see figure 1. In this case the surface cuts through a collection of cells, numbered 1-5. Cell 1 turns into a cut cell (numbered 1 in the resulting merged cells) while cells 2 and 3 are merged together into the cell numbered 2 since cell 3 is too small after the cut. Flow cell 4 remains a fl ow cell and cell 5 turns into a cut cell.
While the cell merging technique eliminates the ex tremely small cell sizes in the explicit time stepping schemes, it does not eliminate the cut cells that are above the specified threshold size. Thus the time step will still be constrained by 1/2 of the full Cartesian cell size. In addition, this adds more complexity map ping the Cartesian cells to the computational control volumes which can have adverse affects on the finite vol
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Resulting Merged Cartesian Cells Cells This research presents an alternative treatment to the surface cells that avoids these issues. First, a brief overview of the Cartesian grid solver used for this work is presented. This is followed by a development of the pertinent details of the boundary condition develop ment for both the fl at wall assumption and the curved wall assumption. Next is the presentation of the results for the test cases which is followed by the conclusions of the work.
Cartesian Solver Description
The Cartesian grid solver used for this work is NASCART-GT, an unsteady, three-dimensional solver developed at Georgia Tech. A summary of the features will be presented here, see Marshall 7 for a detailed de scription.
NASCART-GT is an unsteady, three-dimensional em bedded grid Cartesian solver of the full Navier-Stokes or Euler equations without body forces and a perfect gas thermodynamic model. This work utilizes the in viscid solution functionality of NASCART-GT, and this description will focus on the inviscid functionality. The governing equations are solved using Roe's approxi mate Riemann solver coupled with a MUSCL data re construction technique for the inviscid fl uxes. A pres sure based limiter is applied to the reconstruction to dampen oscillations in high gradient regions. The over all accuracy of the scheme is as high as third order accurate in space.
The time integration is performed using a Hancock two-stage predictor-corrector scheme which is second order accurate in time. In order to accurately cap ture high gradient regions, a solution adaption scheme is used. The solution adaption scheme uses a combina tion of the velocity divergence and velocity gradient as a coarsening/refining metric.
Since no ghost-cells are used at the surface cells, the MUSCL data reconstruction limiter is used to avoid creating a computational stencil with cells that are inte rior to the body. This has the effect of possibly lowering the order of accuracy of the data reconstruction for some cells.
One limitation in the current version of NASCART GT is that the size of the cells along a solid surface must be the same size. This is in order to limit the instabilities in the viscous modeling cases. 8 There is no reason for this limitation to be present in the inviscid cases, and it will be removed in future versions of NASCART-GT.
Wall Boundary Condition Development
The wall boundary condition development presented here removes the surface cells from the finite volume formulation discussed above. Instead, the state for these cells is determined from an interpolation of the sur rounding cells with the wall boundary conditions as additional constraints.
The formulation of the surface cell properties utilizes the state at a point normal to the surface which can be based on the surrounding cells, see figure 2. The state at point 'c' is constructed by using a distance weighted in terpolation of the of the surrounding cells (in this case cells '1' through '9'). The distance weighted interpo lation places an additional restriction on the cells sur rounding the surface cell. All of the cells neighboring the reference cell and the reference cell itself must be at the same refinement level as the surface cell. 
Fig. 2 Example Configuration for Solid Boundary Treatment
Using the state at point 'c', the state at the centroid of the surface cell, labeled '9', (or the wall location, la beled 'w') can be developed by using one-dimensional relationships along the line Bw. The specifics of the state reconstruction relationship depends on whether the wall curvature is to be considered.
Flat Wall Development
The inviscid formulation is separated into two cases, one if the fl ow at point 'c' is subsonic and another if it is supersonic.
Subsonic Case The surface cell velocity is first deter mined by an interpolation procedure along the line Bw from point 'c' to the wall utilizing the surface tangency wall boundary condition. The resulting relationship is
where δ c and δ 9 are the distances from point 'w' to points 'c' and '9', respectively. This has the effect of holding the tangential velocity constant and linearly de creasing the normal velocity to zero at the wall.
With the velocity determined at point '9', the temper ature can be found by using the adiabatic relation
and the pressure can be found by using the isentropic relation
This has the effect of correcting the thermodynamic properties for the velocity changes associated with the wall conditions.
Supersonic Case The supersonic case is split into two separate cases, one if the wall angle produces a shock and the other if it produces an expansion (or is parallel to the fl ow). If the wall produces a shock due to a positive wall angle, then the following standard oblique shock relations are used, see Anderson 9 for the derivations
where β is the oblique shock angle and θ is the wall angle. One additional correction is to the velocity mag nitude at '9'. The subsonic formulation from above is is used to calculate the velocity direction at '9', and the velocity magnitude from the oblique shock relations is used for the final velocity magnitude. If the wall angle produces an expansion (or is paral lel to the fl ow) then the same subsonic velocity relations are used to calculate the velocity vector. To calculate the thermodynamic properties, the standard Busemann surface pressure coefficient relation, see Berten 10 for details, is used to determine the pressure by
where again θ is the wall angle. From the isentropic relations, the temperature at '9' is calculated from The normal momentum equation in the geodesic for mulation is
where the h terms are the differential length elements associated with the geodesic coordinate formulation.
Applying equation (7) to the surface and utilizing the boundary conditions for the Euler fl ows (i.e. u η = 0,
As with the fl at wall boundary conditions, the inviscid formulation is separated into two cases, one if the fl ow at point 'c' is subsonic and another if it is supersonic.
Subsonic Case The surface cell state calculation starts with the assumption that the normal velocity de creases linearly and that the magnitude of the velocity does not change between points 'c' and '9'. Further, it is assumed that the tangential velocity vector does not change directions with respect to the surface co ordinates between points 'c' and '9'. The following expresses these criteria
u ξ ,9 = u t,9 cos λ c u ζ ,9 = u t,9 sin λ c where u ξ , u η and u ζ are the velocity components in the geodesic coordinate directions, u t is the tangential ve locity and λ is the angle made by the tangential velocity and the ξ -direction.
To develop the temperature relation, the adiabatic condition is used to get the following
Notice that this has the effect of holding the tempera ture constant since the velocity magnitudes are the same between points 'c' and '9', thus T w would also be equal to T c .
With the temperature and velocity determined, the pressure relation can be developed by assuming a lin ear profile for the pressure curve along Bw and using equation (8) for the slope of the pressure curve at the wall. To start, the equation for the pressure curve can be found to be
where p is the pressure at a point δ distance away from the wall along Bw. Since the conditions at 'c' as well as the temperature and velocity at the wall are known, the wall pressure can be solved to get
where K w is the combined curvature effects in the ξ -and ζ -directions. With the wall pressure found, the pressure at '9' can be found to be
and the boundary condition development is complete.
Supersonic Case The supersonic case is again split into two separate cases, one for a shock and the other for an expansion (or parallel fl ow). The shock case uses the oblique shock relations developed above to deter mine the velocity direction and thermodynamic condi tions and the subsonic relations are used to determine the velocity direction. For the expansion or parallel fl ow case, the Busemann relations from above are used to determine the thermodynamic quantities while the subsonic relations are used to determine the velocity components.
Results
The following cases demonstrate the effectiveness of the new inviscid wall boundary conditions presented above. The first case is a transonic NACA-0012 airfoil fl ow. This is followed by a transonic ONERA M6 wing fl ow. 
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